In bio-micro devices, numerous functions of liquid flow such as elongation, expansion and transportation are required. Electro-wetting is one of the methods to control the liquid flow. In the present study, a water droplet was elongated in a channel based upon the electro-wetting, and the effect of electrode diameter and shape of electrode immersed in a water droplet on the elongation was examined. The elongation increased as a diameter of electrode, and significantly increased when the electrode with a T-shape was employed. The electric field at the edge of water droplet is kept relatively large when the rod electrode with a large diameter or the T-shape electrode is employed. The present result can be explained by this reason, the change of local electric energy at the edge of the droplet.
Introduction
In a micro electric mechanical system, MEMS, and small chemical reaction device, one of key issues is to precisely control the liquid flow in a micro size channel and to drive the liquid into a reaction chamber or cell. For this purpose, numerous motions of liquid flow such as transport speed and quantity, elongation, expansion, and stopping have to be controlled. As one of the control methods, an electric field has been applied for liquid to cause electro-wetting [1] [2] [3] [4] or electro-osmotic flow [5, 6] . In the electro-wetting, a liquid is placed on a dielectric thin film and electric field is applied between the liquid and the dielectric film. Then the liquid expands since the shape kept by a surface tension is destroyed by the electric energy. This phenomenon is well known as Lippmann effect. If electrodes are arrayed along the liquid flow channel, a liquid flow continuously moves through the channel [3, 4] . It is also known that the expansion or the elongation of the water droplet saturates even if the electric field is increased [1, 2] . Thus, it is required to examine the limit of liquid expansion or elongation for a system with a single electrode configuration, and to develop the method to extend the limit.
In the present study, first, the expansion of a water droplet was measured by changing the electric field and a saturation of the expansion was confirmed. In order to enhance the expansion or elongation, the diameter of electrode immersed in the liquid and the shape of electrode were changed, and then the effect of electrode shape on the expansion or elongation was investigated.
Experiments and Results
A simple experiment of electro-wetting was conducted in the apparatus shown in Fig. 1 . A water droplet was placed on the dielectric material, polyethylene sheet with a thickness of 30 μm. The volume of water droplet was 0.063 cm 3 . As the electrode immersed in the liquid, platinum rod with a diameter of 0.3 mm was used. Aluminum sheet was employed as the counter electrode. The change of the contact angle was observed by using a digital camera, Nikon E950. The voltage of applied electric field was increased from 0 to 500 V and the change of contact angle was observed. In order to enhance the expansion of water droplet, the diameter of platinum electrode was changed in the apparatus where the water droplet was placed in a channel with a radius of a = 2 mm as shown in Fig. 3 (a) . In this configuration, the polyethylene film and aluminum foil similar to the case of an apparatus shown Fig.1 was used as the dielectric material and counter electrode, respectively. The size of the rod diameter was taken 0.12, 0.3 and 0.5 mm. As shown in Fig. 3 (b) , the spread in the axial direction was expressed as an elongation ratio, ΔL/a, where L and ΔL are initial axial length and elongated length of water droplet, respectively. The volume of water droplet was 0.125 cm 3 and the initial axial length L was in the range from 14.5 to 16.5 mm. and (b) show the elongation ratio versus applied voltage and elongation ratio versus electrode diameter, respectively. When the diameter was 0.12 mm, the spread took place at the voltage 150 V and the maximum elongation ratio was observed to be small, 0.25. In opposition, the maximum elongation ratio became large, 0.4, when the diameter was 0.5 mm, although the voltage required for the initiation of spread was large, 250 V. These results suggest that the axial elongation can be enhanced by increase of electrode diameter.
It is known that the electro-wetting occurs when the electric energy exceeds the surface tension energy. The above experimental results indicate that the electric energy per unit volume at the edge of water droplet decreases when the spread increases, and the axial elongation saturates. The elongation or expansion may be able to be increased if the local electric energy at the edge of water droplet is taken relatively high even when the spread takes place. Thus, the use of rod electrode with a large diameter increased the axial elongation.
In order to more enhance the axial elongation, the electrode with a shape of figure T was employed and the horizontal part of T-shape electrode was immersed in the droplet as shown in Fig.  5 . The volume of water droplet was 0.187 cm 3 and the corresponding initial length was in the range from 19 to 21 mm. The horizontal length of T-shape electrode, l, was taken 5, 10 and 15 mm. Figure 6 (a) and (b) show the elongation ratio versus applied voltage and elongation ratio versus horizontal length of electrode, respectively. As the increase of horizontal length, the elongation ratio significantly increased, compared with the case of rod electrode. When the horizontal length was taken longer than the axial length of droplet, no elongation occurred. This reason is discussed in the next session. The present results show that the elongation or spread can be enhanced if the reduction of electric energy at the edge of water droplet is suppressed by changing relative length of electrode to droplet.
Discussion and Summary
Several series of experiment on expansion or elongation of water droplet based upon electrowetting were conducted. The use of electrode with a large diameter was observed to be useful to lengthen the spread width. For the axial elongation of water droplet in a channel, the use of T-shape electrode significantly increased the axial spread width. The enhancement of spread occurs due to the change of spatial distribution of applied electric field. In the followings, the profile of electric field is discussed.
In the case that the rod electrode is employed, the applied electric field between the dielectric polyethylene film and water droplet changes according to the diameter of rod electrode as illustrated in Fig. 7 . If the diameter of electrode is large, the reduction of electric field at the edge becomes smaller even if the spread takes place, and this is a possible reason that the use of electrode with a large diameter can expand the spread width. If the T-shape electrode is employed as shown in Fig. 8  (a) , the electric field at the edge can be taken relatively higher. Thus, the elongation of water droplet placed on a channel can be significantly lengthened. In the case that the horizontal length exceeds the axial length of droplet, the polarized part of water droplet in the vicinity of electrode attaches the electrode and then the elongation does not occur as shown in Fig. 8 (b) . Therefore, the present experimental results can be explained by the spatial distribution of electric field at the edge of water droplet.
In a small micro chemical device, one of key functions is to expand a liquid flow in a tube and to drive the flow into a reaction cells by a remote control such as application of electric field. The degree of the expansion or elongation has to be precisely controlled. For this purpose, use of electrode with different size and/or use of T -shape electrode may be valuable. Instead of T-shape electrode, the elongation in two channels can become possible if U-shape electrode is employed. 
